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Extraordinary furniture 
sourced from across Europe

Projects World Co. is a Saudi furnishing

company bringing the finest luxury European

furniture brands under one roof. We excel at

creating delightful experiences through

incredible interiors for residential & commercial

projects.
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About Us

To offer all-inclusive furnishings services

and craft spaces with subtle strokes of

luxury and comfort.

Our Mission

projects-world.com

Established in 2012, Projects World Co.

is a furniture and interiors company

based in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. We

beganas a home to the timeless

European furniture brands in the region

and gradually achieved countless

milestones by partnering with the leading

names in the interior industry.

As a passion project of the renowned

architect, Mr. Shadi Salahia, the

company has flourished under his

exceptional expertise of over 20 years in

the furnishing interiors world. with a

dedicated team of specialists, Projects

World Co, continues to strive for the

utmost for quality as it transforms into a

symbol of excellence and class in KSA.

Our Story

To become a leading furniture supplier

destination for people where furnishing

solutions accompany a bespoke touch.

Our Vision



Architect Shadi Salahie is an accomplished professional who has challenged
the traditional ways interior design is seen and practiced for over 20 years.

He possesses extensive experience in furnishing in Europe & GCC countries.
Over time, he has successfully acquired high-stake projects and established
the brand as a benchmark in the region.

Meet our founder



Providing Various Styles of 
Furnituring Solutions.

Services

From recommending the most befitting choices
to hand-picking bespoke commissions for
seamless delivery, we primarily deal with Italian
luxury furniture and interior brands to provide a
contemporary yet timeless experience to our
customers.

03 Managing projects 
From Start to 
Finish

The company functions with a remarkable group of

professional International & Local Architects, Interior

Designers and Contractors.

Together they uphold the commitments of quality, safety

and efficiency throughout the process of project

completion. The team is invested in understanding projects

concerns and limitations. Our engineers are experts in

Design, Fit out, Furniture supply and Turn key Projects.

Personalized and 
Unique Furniture 
for All Projects

01 02 Acting As Support
Office for European
Brands

RESIDENTIAL

OFFICES   

COMMERCIAL

HOSPITALITY



Flawless furniture, 
Seamlessly delivered 

01

A world of choices available to 
match your unique style and 
budget.

Advantages

02

Supporting your decisions with the 
latest designs, 3D rendering, and 
wide rage of physical samples 
(metals, wood, fabrics, and colors).

03

Directly sourcing from 
Europe with exceptional 
quality and competitive 
pricing. 

04

Shipping services, including 
insurance, custom clearance, 
timely delivery, and on-site 
installation.



OUR BRANDS Proudly collaborating with diversity of high-end European furniture brands.



OUR BRANDS 



                   

Residential Brands



















Offices  & Commercial Brands 











Our Clients

Our portfolio impressively showcases the
most valued clients. A diverse collection of
satisfied clients who have experienced our
expertise in providing elegant furniture.

Excellence is a high quality, that 
delivers Success. 



Proud of our extensive clientele and believe that they’re a 
testament to our quality. 

OUR CL IENTS 



OUR CL IENTS 



Our Work

Our focus is on simplicity merged into
elegance and authenticity. While we primarily
supply furniture creations and related
accessories, our services extend to support
fit-out and interior design.

Whether it’s your home, office or commercial
space, our projects reflect our partners’ high-
quality craftsmanship, spectacular furniture
collections and tremendous dedication.

Discover an Elegant Touch of 
Finesse in our Projects

Residential                                                       Offices                                               Hospitality & Commercial 



With heart-warming artistry, our projects are closely followed every step of the
way. Some of our most elegantly furnished villas, palaces, and apartments for
valuable families; Al Ajlan, Al Othaim, Al Shawaf, Al Naghi, Alsubaie, Alroutea, Al
Masharaf, Al Esaye, Al Qadi, Al Hakbani, and Al Assem.

COMPLETED RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS



COMPLETED RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS



A workplace must reflect the vision and values of its people. We followed the
same ideology while creating some of our efficiently furnished office spaces, as:
Nesma Infrastructure & Technology Co., Nesma Electric, SCFHC, The Business
Gate, Medical Village, Albabtain Group, and Lafana.

COMPLETED OFFICE PROJECTS 



COMPLETED OFFICE PROJECTS 



COMPLETED OFFICE PROJECTS 



We leave our signature in each furnishing project  and provide a distinct 
character to each hotel, resort, restaurant, bank and building while preserving its 
authentic style. Some of our commercial masterpieces include International 
Equestrian Resort, Al-Awal Bank, Al-Madina Medical Group, and Fairmont Hotel.

COMPLETED COMMERCIAL PROJECTS COMPLETED COMMERCIAL PROJECTS 



COMPLETED COMMERCIAL PROJECTS 



Sunday - Thursday

09.00 – 18.00

GET IN TOUCH

(+996) 50 082 8018

(966) 11 4163757

info@projects-world.com

PROJECTS-WORLD.COM

2023

Contact us

OFFICE WORKING HOURS

@projectsworldsa

FOLLOW US

OUR ADDRESS

Dema Center, 

7790 Wadi Artawi Str.

Olaya, 12212 Riyadh, SA
VISIT US

http://www.projects-world.com/
https://goo.gl/maps/n3pc524WfrdvQMQEA
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